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Michael Beale started his coaching career 
at Chelsea in 2003 where he played a part 
in developing the talents of players such as 
Mason Mount, Callum Hudson-Odoi and Tammy 
Abraham. After ten years rising through the club’s 
youth coaching ranks he moved to Liverpool FC 
Academy in 2012, initially to manage their U16 
side but shortly afterwards he was promoted into 
the role of reserve team manager.

He left Liverpool in December 2016 to become 
assistant manager at Brazilian club, Sao Paulo. 
In taking the role, he became the first British 
coach to hold a prominent position at one of 
Brazil’s elite clubs.

On returning to the UK, he rejoined Liverpool 
as head of coaching for the club’s foundation 
phase, a job that saw him mentoring the 
coaches who worked with the younger players.

In May 2018, Beale joined manager Steven 
Gerrard at Rangers to become first team coach of 
the Scottish giants. He was an important member 
of the coaching team as Rangers won the Scottish 
Premiership for the first time in 10 years.
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“I first began to use this 
organisation as a youth coach 
at Liverpool and I continued to 
use it in my time at Sao Paulo 
and at Rangers”

SESSION 

IMPROVING THE 
CENTRAL DIAMOND
This session is designed to improve 
team movement and rotations when 
in possession of the ball. The session 
shows the example of working with  
a central diamond consisting of three 
midfielders and a number 9. A very 
fluid approach, the movement of this 
diamond rotates the team’s attack into 
different formations, from 4-3-3 to  
3-4-1-2 to a 4-4-2 diamond to 4-3-2-1. 

I first began to use this organisation 
as a youth coach at Liverpool and I have 
continued to use variations of it in my 
time coaching at Sao Paulo and Rangers. 

By developing this kind of fluid 
attacking organisation, it can make 
teams very unpredictable to play 
against. Naturally, team selections will 
change during the course of a season 
due to injuries, form, suspension and 
through tactical decisions, and this 
organisation gives teams plenty of 
flexibility and allows players to bring 
their own unique qualities to the team 
when selected. It also allows teams to 
attack specific areas that have been 
highlighted as opposition weaknesses.

This type of practice is one that 
coaches would run regularly both in 
team sessions, unit sessions and off-
pitch video analysis.
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We set up on a full size pitch with a goal and a 
goalkeeper at one end. We’re using 10 outfield players, 
with the four yellow players functioning as the team’s 
midfield diamond and the six blues serving as the 
remainder of the team.

EXPLAINING THE THEORY

[1a]

MICHAEL BEALE 
IMPROVING THE 
CENTRAL DIAMOND

“Walk the players through the basic ideas, pointing out the central 
diamond and explaining how it can move up and down the pitch”

We would set the players up, as shown [1a], using a 
number 6 at the base of the diamond, a number 9 at 
the tip of the diamond, and two number 8s, one on 
each side of the diamond. Then we would walk the 
players through the basic ideas and theory, pointing 

Area:  
Full pitch
Equipment:  
Balls, bibs, 2 full size 
goals

Number of Players:  
20 players 
+ 2 goalkeepers
Session time:  
Entire session: 40mins

Set-up

 
Ball movement 
Player movement
Dribble
Optional movement

KEY 

Set the team up as shown. The yellows represent the 
team’s midfield diamond with a number 6 at the base,  
a number 9 at its tip, and number 8s on each side

The coach talks the players through the theory, highlighting 
the central diamond and explaining how it can move up and 
down the pitch to create different possibilities

1
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[1b]

[1c]

MICHAEL BEALE  
IMPROVING THE CENTRAL DIAMOND

out the central diamond and explaining how it can 
move up and down the pitch to create different 
possibilities in each area. 

For example, if the number 6 drops deep between 
the centre backs to receive the ball, the whole central 

diamond drops. The players outside the diamond open 
up or go higher, as shown [1b]. Whereas, if the number 
6 moves up the pitch, the whole diamond moves 
higher and the players outside the diamond adjust 
accordingly, as shown [1c].

If the number 
6 drops deep 
between the 
centre backs 
to receive 
the ball, the 
whole central 
diamond drops

The players outside the 
diamond open up or go higher

If the number 6 moves up the pitch, 
the whole diamond moves higher 

The players 
outside the 
diamond adjust 
accordingly
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MICHAEL BEALE  
IMPROVING THE CENTRAL DIAMOND

MOVING THE DIAMOND

[2a]

“To help put the theory into practice, a coach is 
nominated for each team, to speak specifically to their 

own team and encourage different movements”

We now practice the movements using two full teams 
of 11 players, each with a midfield diamond moving as 
explained in the theory part of the session. The two 
teams alternate building up to attack unopposed. 

Attack 1: Coach 1 passes to the blue team’s left back 
and the blues build up unopposed to score, as shown 
[2a]. The red team rests while this attack is taking 
place. After the blue attack is dead, coach 1 launches 
a second attack by passing to the red team’s right 
back who begins an unopposed attack [not shown], 

while the blue team rests. Each team runs four of 
these attacks, with the teams alternating. 

Attack 2: Coach 2 starts an unopposed attack for 
the blues starting with a pass to the right back [not 
shown]. The reds remain passive. When the attack is 
dead, coach 2 starts a second attack by passing to 
the red team’s left back, who begins an unopposed 
attacking move [not shown] while the blues remain 
passive. Each team runs four of these attacks, with 
the teams alternating.

Coach 1 passes to the 
blue team’s left back 
and the blues build up 
unopposed to score

The midfield diamond reacts 
according to the situation, 
here moving up the pitch

The red team rests while this attack is taking 
place. Once the blue attack is dead, the reds 
run the same attack with a starting pass 
from coach 1 to the red team’s right back

1
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[2b]

MICHAEL BEALE  
IMPROVING THE CENTRAL DIAMOND

Attack 3: Coach 3, who is positioned to the side 
of the blue goal, plays a starting pass to the blue 
goalkeeper, who builds an unopposed attack from 
the back while the reds rest, as shown [2b]. After 
this attack is dead, coach 4, who is positioned to the 
side of the red goal, plays a starting pass to the red 
goalkeeper who launches an unopposed attack by 
building up play from the back [not shown]. Each team 
runs four of these attacks, with the teams alternating 

and each team’s midfield diamond reacting according 
to the situation.

To help put the theory into practice, a coach is 
nominated for each team, to speak specifically to their 
own team and encourage different movements. In total, 
each team makes 12 unopposed attacks, with their 
coaches encouraging the players to build up in different 
ways by moving the central diamond higher or lower on 
the pitch to force rotations between the team’s shape.

COACHING POINTS
What are the key things to look for?
The central diamond is linked by some clear rules. 
Make sure players understand that if the number 6 
is down, the number 8s are down and the number 9 
is now free. But if the number 6 is high, the number 
8s are wider and the number 9 is high.

Width is provided by the full backs who work 
closely with the wide attackers. If the full backs are 
higher, the wide attackers can come inside and into 
advanced positions.

What are the typical mistakes players might 
make and how do I avoid them?
In all scenarios, firstly the team needs to have width 
in order to give it the option of going around the 

opposition block to dribble or cross. And secondly, the 
team must create movement in the last line of the 
opposition (the defence). This is key to creating space 
for the players on the ball, whilst also disrupting the 
defence in order to receive passes into the space 
behind or down the sides of the centre backs.

How would I put this in a game situation?
Finish the session by playing a normal game [not 
shown]. We would play two games of 10 minutes. In 
the first game, whenever the ball leaves play, the game 
will restart with the blue team. In the second game 
this rule will be applied to the red team. 

The coaches can restart the game from various 
areas on the pitch to create different situations and 
replicate the complexity of the real game. The coaches 
should pay close attention to the relationships in the 
central diamond as the team build to attack.

Coach 3 plays 
a starting pass 
to the blue 
goalkeeper, 
who builds an 
unopposed 
attack from 
the back 

The midfield diamond reacts according to 
the situation, here dropping to receive

The red team 
are inactive 
during this 
attack. Once 
the blue attack 
is dead, the 
reds run the 
same attack 
with a starting 
pass from 
coach 4 to the 
red team’s 
keeper, who 
builds play 
from the back
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